
                                               The route          The Journey to  Your Entrance  consists of 7 stationary 
art pieces on 7 different locations in Fredericia.  
The 7th of these being the actual door to  Your Entrance .  

                                   Our constraints          The design constraints for each of the art pieces :  
 ○ be popping yellow/ attracts attention yet is still warm. 
 ○ foster interaction/ invitation to use the art piece. 
 ○ focus on one of the topics/ that  Your Entrance  can help with. 
 ○ create a feeling of empathy/ 
 ○  be analog/ the campaign aims at being shared through the media  

& “ worth of mouth ” rather than through the use of a specific hashtag.  
This in order to lower the level of complexity and need for maintenance.

                 (+) Furthermore 20-100 “ mini pieces ” (stickers, writings or posters)  
connected to the bigger art pieces will be located in the city. 

              Background           Your Entrance  is a physical space in Fredericia,  
where citizens or relatives to citizens struggling  
with loneliness, motivation, structuring their everyday life,  
mental or physical challenges, feelings etc. can seek help.  
One can walk in directly or schedule an appointment. 

                           Client          Din Indgang  , Fredericia Municipality
                          Original Challenge          How might we create playful accessibility for citizens 

who struggle to seek help while supporting 
their individual growth and motivation for change ?

C O N T E X T     

  din indgang /  get helped  

  train station /  overview  

  suburbs /  loneliness  

  city hall /  community  
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 Roughly, becoming a participant in the  
  Your Entrance  -program can be divided in three : 
the route to Your Entrance, the welcoming  
and the programme (up to 20 weeks). 
 
Where  Your Entrance  is struggling with reaching out  
to especially the socially and mentally vulnerable citizens.  
Many citizens are not aware of the space or don’t have 
the courage to go there, with the result, that when  
they “ finally ” show up, their struggles have grown  
from light to heavy challenges.  
 
Our specified design question there is :  
How might we reach socially and mentally vulnerable  
citizens with the message, that if they can find their way  
to Your Entrance - either by phone or by physically  
showing up - they will be welcomed and meet with  
possibilities for immediate and long term positive progress ?

            P R O J E C T
                              Our challenge

C O N C E P T         

the route to  
your entrance


